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Abstract  

The rapid emergence and evolution of manet have made them popular in various 

use cases. Due to their flexibility and mobility, security protocols are being 

developed to protect these networks, but they only protect communication or 

routes, not both. For full protection we need to implement both secure routing 

and communication  protocols. Hence to overcome these problems a  secure 

framework secure message transfer using pre-existing routing for manet is 

proposed. it  providing  authentication to nodes , access can be  control, and 

communication can be very secure. 
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1. Introduction  

Manets is a wireless network where node will communicate directly with each 

other without the need for infrastructure or centralized control. These networks 

are highly flexible and can be deployed in a variety of scenarios, from military 

operations to disaster relief efforts and beyond. Security is a major concern in 

MANETs due to their decentralized and distributed nature. Without the protection 

of a centralized infrastructure, nodes are vulnerable to a range of security threats, 

including eavesdropping, spoofing, and denial of service attacks. Therefore, secure 

communication in MANETs is of utmost importance for the success and reliability of 

these networks. 
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The Secure and Resilient Public Key Management for MANETs Secure message 

transfer using pre existing routing for mantes project is an ongoing research effort 

aimed at improving the security of MANETs through the development of a secure 

and perfect public key infrastructure (PKI). The project aims to provide a solution 

for secure communication in MANETs by enabling nodes to securely generate and 

exchange cryptographic keys without the need for a centralized authority. 

SUPERMAN is designed to be highly scalable, flexible, and resilient to various types 

of attacks, making it an ideal solution for MANETs in various scenarios. 

 

2. Methodology 

A. Secure message transfer using pre existing routing for mantes Architecture 

 

 
Figure 1.arcitecture of Secure message transfer using pre existing routing for 

mantes. 

 

The OSI model's network layer, or layer 3, is where the UPERMAN architecture 

operates. It is made to give MANETs a completely secure communication 

infrastructure, without the need to change the routing protocol. The data flow is 

depicted in Fig. 1 from transport, to the network layer (which includes Secure 

message transfer using pre-existing routing for mantes.), to the data link layer. 

Elements Secure message transfer using pre existing routing for mantes that 

process packets and offer secrecy and integrity are shown by the dashed boxes. 

Additionally, Secure message transfer using pre existing routing for mantes. offers 

node authentication. 

 

B. Implementation Details 

Secure message transfer using existing routing for mantes.is a security mechanism 

designed for MANETs based on pre-existing routing protocols. It aims to provide 
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secure and efficient routing in MANETs without introducing additional routing 

overhead or modifying the existing protocols. In this , we communicate about  the 

implementation details of  Secure message transfer using pre existing routing for 

mantes. Key Management: Secure message transfer using pre existing routing for 

mantes., a centralized key management approach is used to generate and 

distribute keys. A Key Security Parameter (KSP) is generated by the centralized key 

distribution centre for each node in the network. The KSP includes a secret key, a 

key identifier, and other security-related parameters. 

 

Authentication: To authenticate the nodes in the network, each node must have a 

unique identity that is verified by the other nodes. A node’s identity is defined by 

its IP address, and a Certificate Authority (CA) is used to provide digital 

certificates that verify the identity of the node. Nodes generate a security 

association (SA) with each other after authentication. 

 

Routing Protocol Integration:  

Secure message transfer using existing routing for mantes. Integrates with existing 

routing protocols, like AODV  and DSR (Dynamic Source Routing), to provide secure 

routing. Secure message transfer using existing routing modifies the routing 

protocol to use the SAs established between nodes for secure communication. 

 

Packet Format:  

Secure message transfer using  existing routing for mantes.adds a security header 

to the existing packet format to indicate the type of security being used. The 

security header includes information such as the source  IP address and destination 

IP addresses, the SA identifier, and the KSP identifier. 

 

Summary:  

Secure message transfer using pre existing routing for mantes.provides secure 

routing in MANETs without adding any extra overhead. It uses pre-existing routing 

protocols and a centralized key management approach for efficient key 

distribution. Authentication is done through digital certificates issued by a 

Certificate Authority, and SAs are established between nodes for secure 

communication. Finally, Secure message transfer using pre existing routing for 

mantes.changes the packet format by adding a security header to indicate the 

type of security used. 

 

3. Results  

There are multiple mathematical formulas that can be used to describe the 

security of MANETs using pre-existing routing protocols. One example is: 

S = R * P 
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Where: 

• S is the overall security level of the network 

• R is  reliability of the pre-existing routing protocol 

• P is the effectiveness of the security mechanisms implemented on top of the 

routing protocol, like encryption, authentication, and intrusion detection. 

The value of R can be calculated Based at the performance metrics of the routing 

protocol, like packet shipping ratio, delay, and overhead. The value of P may be 

calculated based totally on the electricity and performance of the security 

mechanisms used. Other mathematical formulas that can be used include entropy-

based metrics for measuring randomness and unpredictability in the network 

traffic, and game-theoretical models for analysing the interactions between 

different nodes and the potential security threats they pose. 

 

 
 

Fig 1 comparison between IPsec and secure massage  transfer using routing for 

MANETS 

Determines a analytical verbalization for the protection overhead of CBBA, under a

 likely safety foundation. 

 

X=(f(c)*(d(d-1)))*(h+t)/k               [1] 

 

The f(x)is the someof rounds necessary by a likely harmony located distributed task 

distribution treasure. 

The lot of knots is designated with d. The plunge and tag length (are depicted by h 

and t individually. It is pretended that the cargo of a bundle will be not surpass the 

Maximum Transmission Unit of the network connect. Hence, plunge and tag 

intensity is only considered late per bundle broadcast. Header proportion involves 

the IP plunge when taking everything in mind protocols which are not joined into 

the network stack (such as IPsec). The possibility of a bundle being brought is 

depicted apiece changeable k, that is fight the profit of 1 for this review, 

presumptuous no small deficit fully experiment stated on in this place paper. This 

equating holds valid for some non-clustered procedure of classifying tasks during 

the whole of a MANET. Equation (2) expands on the earlier proved (1), to detail in 
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what way or manner the safety overhead of a likely potocol maybe derivative for 

CF-CBBA task distribution. 

 

Y=(∑(1≤i≤l)〖(x(i))〗)+x(k)             [2] 

 

The total count of bytes, y, is the produce of the total of all cluster distribution 

(depicted as instances of x). The changing k of x shows the cluster head 

distribution of CFCBBA, that is acted prior to aggressive the happening task lists to 

the cluster level for ending distribution with cluster appendages. 

 

4. Conclusion 

A cutting-edge security framework called secure message transfer using pre-

existing routing for mantes. Guards the network securit and communication 

security in MANETs. Secure message transfer using pre-existing routing for MANTES  
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